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and the essential difference. The latter is the fact "that Americans, so far removed from Germany, have been the first people to grasp the full meaning of
Nazism - to understand that its dynamics implied both military aggression and
revolution." From "extreme confusion" at the beginning of the war the Americans have progressed, writes M. de Sales, to the formulation of a definite policy,
but one in which the emphasis is still on defense. The question is whether they will
understand in time that by remaining on the defensive against military aggression
they may be faced by a social and economic revolution directed by Hitlerism.
The fate of France was the result of its failure to understand the implications of a
defense psychology.
The layman may be excused if he refuses to recognize the importance of
strictly legal neutrality in a world where five-year wars are called incidents and
destructive invasions are merely invitations to join the new order in Europe
or Asia. Objections to the transfer of naval vessels to England emphasized the
President's neglect of national, not international, law. But anyone interested in
the subject might refer to Neutrality for the United States, Yale University Press,
1940. The authors, Edwin Borchard and W . P . Lage, review American neutrality
policy from 1914 to 1940 with scant respect for its technical legality in either war.
A little book by Professor Charles G. Fenwick of Bryn Mawr, called American
Neutrality, Trial and Failure, New York University Press, 1940, presents a
series of lectures in which he reviews the legal aspects of neutrality from 1794
with particular reference to recent times. He maintains that neutrality is "an
inherently illogical and paradoxical system. . . The announcement in time of
peace that the United States proposed to treat alike the law-breaker and his
victims was, if not an invitation to lawlessness, certainly no deterrent to those
who were prepared to resort to force." In his conclusion he says: "The American
public clearly wants to stay out of war; it wants to be 'neutral' as that policy is
conceived. But the American public does not want to be too neutral; it does not
want to be any more impartial than the law requires it to· be, with a liberal
interpretation of the law at that."
In that state of mind the public remains at the present day. Mark Sullivan,
less polite than Professor Fenwick, calls it schizophrenia. There are traces of it
in President Roosevelt's speech of December 29th, printed in the newspapers of
December 30th, though he evidently agrees with Mr. Bullitt rather than Mr.
Kennedy. The President's message to the 77th Congress which will be printed
in the Congressional Record of January 6th, 1941, will doubtless attempt to
clarify the issue finally, and further developments can best be observed in the
Record.
- R o LLIN A. SAWYER, January 4, 1941
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WHOSE WAR?

R. JOSEPH P . KENNEDY, American Ambassador to the Court of St.
James's, resigned his post on December 1st, announcing simultaneously
his intention "to help the President keep the United States out of war." On the
same day General John F. O'Ryan, commander of the Twenty-seventh Division
in the A. E. F., said publicly in Washington: "We are in effect at war with the
Axis powers now ... In my opinion, if Britain goes down we are next on Hitler's
list. We should enter now while we have an ally." A few days previously the
British Ambassador, alighting from a trans-Atlantic plane, prophesied the approaching exhaustion of Britain's bank balance in the United States, and at the
same time the censorship of news dispatches from London was relaxed in order
to permit a description of air-raid damage to English cities. In all this one can
discern at work that long arm of coincidence to which Mr. Churchill recently
referred, preparing a situation which will compel the Seventy-seventh Congress
to adopt a clear policy in regard to the war.
The statements of Mr. Kennedy and General O'Ryan are quoted to illustrate
the two extremes of opinion in a discussion which has raged since the war began.
On one side are those who believe the war is just another European struggle
for power, the results of which do not concern the American people. By those
on the other it is held to be a world revolution which will overwhelm the United
States if it is not stopped in Europe.
This insistence on the "foreign war" theme is seen in numerous current books
and articles. Mr. Hoover was one of the first to warn against participation in
the war. In his booklet Shall We Send Our Youth to War, New York: CowardMcCann, 1939, written in June of that year, he says : "The first thing required
is vigorous, definite statement from all who have responsibility, both publicly
and privately, that we are not going to war with anybody in Europe unless they
attack the western hemisphere. The second thing is not to sit in this game of
power politics."
Giddy Minds and Foreign Quarrels, Macmillan, 1939, emphasizes even in its
title the position of Charles A. Beard. Charles Lindbergh's views, as heard in
five radio addresses, are published in a pamphlet by Scribner's Coninientator,
New York, and his sixth speech is printed in that periodical for December. "The
doctrine that we must enter the wars of Europe, in order to defend America,
will be fatal to our nation if we follow it." Mrs. Lindbergh's Wave of the Future,
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1940, a national best seller, pictures the war as "part
of a vast revolution," too vast, apparently, to be resisted. "Europe's War and
America's Democracy," by Harry Elmer Barnes in the Virginia Quarterly
Review, autumn 1940, is a statement by a veteran critic of the Treaty of Versailles. W. H. Chamberlin, formerly European correspondent of the Christian
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Science Monitor, writing in the American Mercury, December, 1940, takes

much the same view as Colonel Lindbergh. He thinks the result of participation
in the war would be to create in America the same fascism we are urged to combat
in Europe.
The distress of the politicians, confronted with an explosive controversy during
a presidential campaign, should delight the cynics. The issue-dodging formula,
"aid to Great Britain, short of war," devised by the Democrats and enthusiastically adopted by the Republicans, is adequately dealt with by Herbert Agar
in the Virginia Quarterly Review, January, 1941, in an article called "The
Politicians Cried Peace." Mr. Agar, who is editor of the Louisville Courier! ournal, uses terms even stronger than that once addressed to the scribes and
Pharisees. Certain Senators, however, were outspoken in their views. A statement by Senator Wheeler, "Keep America Out of War," was printed in the
Virginia Quarterly Review, spring 1940.
Another ambassador heads the opponents of the isolationists, Mr. William C.
Bullitt, who shortly after his return from France addressed the American
Philosophical Society in Philadelphia. His speech was printed by Houghton
Mifflin in 1940 with the title Report to the American People. Like Mr. Kennedy,
he appreciates the magnitude of the present disaster but he does not share Mr.
Kennedy's belief in isolation. "The fighting line of the war for the enslavement
of the human spirit is nearing our shores. For every American there is no discharge in that war. An American is a free man or he is nothing. Our fate and
the fate of our children depends on what each one of us does- now."
Mr. Agar, one of the most active interventionists, replies to Mr. Chamberlin
in the same issue of the American Mercury, calling his article "The War Is
Worth Fighting." "The first argument of those who would lull us to destruction
is that democracy, in seeking to resist totalitarianism by arms, must itself become
totalitarian."
Carl Joachim Friedrich, of the Harvard faculty, analyzes The Wave of the
Future in an article called "We Build the Future," Atlantic Monthly, January,
1941. If he employs artillery of a heavier caliber than the target would seem to
require, there can be no doubt of its destructive effect.
William Allen White, former Chairman of the Committee to Defend America
by Aiding the Allies, has edited a book called Defense for America, Macmillan
Co., 1940. Contributors include Presidents Seymour and Conant, Lewis W.
Douglas and Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow, whose opinions are known to all who
follow the current news.
Zero Hour, a Summons to thf Free, is the title of a symposium edited by
Stephen Vincent Benet and published by Farrar and Rinehart, 1940. The con-
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tributors are Erika Mann, "Don't Make the Same Mistakes"; McGeorge Bundy,
"They Say in the Colleges"; William L. White, "I Saw it Happen" ; Garrett
Underhill, "We Must Arm"; and Walter Millis, "The Faith of an American."
This sentence by Mr. Millis might be taken as the text of the book: "If war can
only be fought by making war upon it, then I am prepared to make war upon it."
Englishmen naturally are to be found advising American entry into the war.
Prominent among them is Sir Norman Angell, author of a book long famous,
The Great Illusion. He has recently published America's Dilemma: Alone or
Allied?, Harper and Brothers, 1940. His thesis is implicit in the title. His method
is to state fully the isolationist argument and then to answer it point by point.
He pays special attention to what he regards as the fallacy in Mr. Hoover's
limitation of defense to the western hemisphere.
Henry Noel Brailsford, well known during the last war for his The War of
Steel and Gold, London, 1914, has written an open invitation to America to
enter the war without reservations. It is called From England to America, a
Message, New York, 1940. Beginning with a devastating review of British
policy in recent years and an equally bitter description of the Tory mind personified in Mr. Chamberlain, he asks Americans to consider the lessons provided
by the present situation of Britain. He believes the war will be won only when
Germany has been invaded by British and American armies. This recalls General
Pershing's message to the Allied Supreme War Council, October 30, 1918,
advising continuation of the offensive "until we compel her unconditional surrender."
Books by Englishmen are open to the charge of special pleading, and many
Americans still regard their participation in the last war as the result of British
propaganda. This attitude is exemplified by H. C. Peterson in his Propaganda
for War; the Campaign Against American Neutrality, 1914-1917, Norman,
Oklahoma, 1938. Notice the word "against" in the title. At the present time,
when American public opinion, subjected to persuasion from all directions,
fluctuates with the fortunes of the war or the skill of the exhorters, it is appropriate to measure the effect of propaganda. This has been done by P. E. Jacob,
Hadley Cantril and others in a series of articles in the 1940 volume of The Public
Opinion Quarterly, organ of the School of Public Affairs, Princeton University.
Their conclusions are the result of original research as well as analyses of the
Gallup and other polls.
The changing trend of American opinion is skillfully examined by Raoul de
Roussy de Sales, formerly American correspondent of Paris-Soir, in Foreign
A ff airs, January, 1941. His article, "Is Defense Enough?" traces the course
of opinion in Britain, France, and the United States and explains the similarities

